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Relevant Experience
~ 5 years' professional fisherman in the Fly River Basin Papua New
Guinea.
~ Expert witness for Slater and Gorton in 4-Billion-dollar law suit
against BHP over environmental damage by OKTEDI mine
submitting 5 years of official catch records and other relevant
data.
~ Dairy farmer and irrigator on Tyntynder flats.
~ Small boy spending most of his time wading through swamps on
both sides of the Murray, collecting bird eggs and making pets of
everything I could catch.
Black Water
When the explorer Major Mitchel first mapped this area he described in
his diary major rivers in a treeless landscape then described daily events,
particular locations, and the difficulty in mapping without trees to mark the
rivers. To put it simply, the trees were not here.
I watched the invasion of the red gum forests in flood years of 1964,
1973, 1974, 1975 and 1981, first excitedly as a young bird watcher, before
noticing the wildlife had little interest in them. (They had become a
monoculture forcing out everything else).
In July 1981 a rare rise to flood level, followed by a sharp drop (enclosed
river levels and hydrographs) pulled water from the young, healthy, recently
watered forests in 1973, 1974 and 1975 causing a local fish kill as witnessed by
professional fishermen Billy Donelly and Barry Shackles. I irrigated on August
15th killing all clover pasture and ruining my dam. I flushed the dam fortnightly
for ten years without success in restoring it fit for any use. This event is also
remembered well by my water ballif, Barry Smith.
This event has not occurred to any bodies' knowledge before or since
until environment watering's in 2011 and was in any case impossible before the
arrival of red gum forest on mass.
As a professional fisherman I fished the entire Fly River Basin in Papua
New Guinea for 5 years in which time I had regular visits from environmental
biologists.
In 1993 Ross Smith a marine biologist who used my boat for larger
samples so he could concentrate on finer mesh catchers for biomass stats, came
to me asking why there were no fish in Lake Kaka. I said fish travel through to
the lake at the rear but are dead in the nets when I trap them coming back.
Locals in our presence described a single event around 1975 that I described in

1981 on the Murray a rapid fall in the River height following an unusual high.
Ross collected mud samples and concluded a specific forest toxin was to blame.
The Lake was always open at one end to the river but never recovered.
I asked his opinion on the events here on the Murray in 1981. He said the
Murray event could be more toxic being from a monoculture of 100% Red gum
as opposed to 4% Rose wood, 2 % cedar and nothing else more than 1% in the
rainforests outside swamps in Papua New Guinea.
Regardless, in both cases the toxin remained in the mud killing for 20+
years from a single event of black water.
Ross Smiths credentials can be verified by Tim Flannery as they were
close mates at the time.
The Present
Absolutely not a living thing in the Murray or Wakool Rivers here since
environmental watering commenced in 2011. Gone that were all here 7 years
ago – all crustaceans 5 species of water beetle, water snail, 3 species of muscle,
the miniature frogs that live in the mud cracks, 2 other species of frog, 2 species
of water rat, platypus from Wakool and Merrin, water spiders and tiger snakes.
The native fish and birds are gone as well and they won’t be back as there is
absolutely nothing to eat except each other in the case of fish. Introduced
hatchlings are no answer, as they are not breeders (born with a different genetic
memory). Even the possums have moved on.
In the past when waders and sea birds nested in their millions, they all
had a hardie head minnow in their mouth. They have been completely wiped out
as well.
In the case against BHP, the OKTEDI mine was dumping an average of
332,000 ton per day or 67 million ton per year of mine waste into the system
plus 19 shipping containers of cyanide were lost in the river, yet they did less
damage than this environmental watering.
What Needs to Be Done
-All environmental water holding to be frozen and remain in the river.
-Checks should be done and published on qualifications of all Advisers
and Consultants involved in this $13 billion industry (especially if they belong
to the Wentworth group)
-Checks should be done and published on all names involved in water
sales to environment.
-Saw milling need to return to profitably control forest and tidy them up.
-South Australia to stop bleating or open their end for the ocean to
manage (maybe brine shrimp will return to lower lakes, and delta will carve
itself).
Regards, Rodger Schifferle.

